
Forward and
backward operation

Left and right
turn operation

Steering alignment lever

PROBLEM

Car does not move or runs slowly

Car moves erratically or transmitter 
range is short

Car does not work after going 
through water or snow

PROBABLE SOLUTIONS

•Make sure power switch on vehicle and transmitter are in the ON position
•Make sure the batteries in the vehicle and transmitter are installed properly
•Recharge vehicle's NiCd battery pack or replace if necessary
•Replace 9V battery in transmitter with fresh alkaline battery

•There is radio interference in the area- change locations
•There is another R/C vehicle operating on the same frequency near by- 
  move away from any other vehicle operating on the same frequency
•Make sure antenna in transmitter is screwed in tight and fully extended
•Make sure transmitter battery connections are in good condition and replace 
 battery

•Allow car to dry thoroughly overnight
•Avoid driving in water or snow

Place car on smooth, flat surface and extend antenna fully.
To move car forward and backward in a straight line, move the left lever up and down.
To turn left or right while moving forward, move the right lever side to side while holding  
the left lever up.
To turn left or right while moving backward, move the right lever side to side while holding 
the left lever down.

NOTE:  For maximum performance, hold the transmitter upright so the antenna points up 
(do not point the antenna at the car- this will reduce the signal range).

Adjust the steering alignment lever located on the bottom of the car if the car does not run 
straight when moving forward (refer to drawing on opposite page for location of steering 
alignment lever).
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Remove the battery cover on the 
bottom of the transmitter and connect 
the 9V battery to the wire plug.  Insert 
battery into compartment and replace 
the battery cover.

Insert the antenna into the top of the transmitter 
and screw in tightly.  
Move the power switch on the transmitter to the 
ON position.

Remove the battery cover on the bottom of the car.  Install the battery pack by connecting 
the wire plug from the car to the wire plug on the battery pack.  Insert the battery pack into 
the bottom of the car and replace the battery cover.
Move the power switch on the bottom of the car to 
the ON position


